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Craft the ultimate cookie creations for holidays and parties! In this comprehensive guide, master

sugar artist and internationally popular blogger Georganne Bell shares all her insider tips and

inspiring ideas. Learn how to create decadent designs and colorful cookies that look and taste

amazing! With a wealth of resources you won't find elsewhere, this book is perfect for beginning

decorators and seasoned pros alike.
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This book is beautiful. As a beginner cookie artist it is the dream resource guide to techniques,

recipes, and colors. I am so grateful to Georganne for her witty and wonderful personality. She

explains things in a way that makes you really feel like you can do it too. I would recommend this to

anyone who loves to bake and anyone who already makes decorated cookies. It's awesome. --I just

love this book! It is so full of wonderful information and I can't wait to try some of the color

combinations. What a great information book this is. Not only full of information but of wit and fun!

Thank you so much for writing it. It was certainly worth the wait! --This book is now my bible when it

comes to cookie decorating. Not only is it full of great ideas but has easy to follow instructions with

clear step by step photos. The information is easy to find and Georganne has such a delightful

writing voice that I found myself laughing out loud and feeling like she was sharing a cup of tea with

me as she showed me how to do it. Highly recommend to ANYONE that is interested in cookie

decoration no matter your skill level - if you only have room for Cookie Book on your shelf then this

is it! --



This book is beautiful. As a beginner cookie artist it is the dream resource guide to techniques,

recipes, and colors. I am so grateful to Georganne for her witty and wonderful personality. She

explains things in a way that makes you really feel like you can do it too. I would recommend this to

anyone who loves to bake and anyone who already makes decorated cookies. It's awesome.

What can I say.........This book is a must for, not only beginner cookie decorators, but those of us

looking for references on colors and ideas for more than one use for our cookie cutter. This is the

most comprehensive book on color mixing and applications that anyone will need unless you do this

professionally, 100% of the time. It's really amazing. She also has a cookie cutter set that I have

NOT bought, only because I have almost all of the shapes in the container. If you're just starting out,

get the cookie cutters too.

I just love this book! It is so full of wonderful information and I can't wait to try some of the color

combinations. What a great information book this is. Not only full of information but of wit and fun!

Thank you so much for writing it. It was certainly worth the wait!

This book is now my bible when it comes to cookie decorating. Not only is it full of great ideas but

has easy to follow instructions with clear step by step photos. The information is easy to find and

Georganne has such a delightful writing voice that I found myself laughing out loud and feeling like

she was sharing a cup of tea with me as she showed me how to do it. Highly recommend to

ANYONE that is interested in cookie decoration no matter your skill level - if you only have room for

Cookie Book on your shelf then this is it!

Now that the color cards are available for purchase on their own, this book is not as valuable as it

once was. If you're relatively new to baking cookies and decorating with Royal icing, it's a good

resource. I'd recommend taking a beginner cookie class on the craftsy website before buying this

book. The book itself is beautiful with nice paper and it's full of helpful photos!

I received this book yesterday and I had to look at every page from the beginning to the end. Easy

to read and understand EXCEPT...this book is being reprinted due to mistakes on 30 pages of the

color charts. The author is aware of this and says the book should be available around

Thanksgiving according to the publisher. "The new books with the accurate charts will have



UPDATED on the cover on the yellow banner talking about the color charts." Georganne Bell's

response to a question on her blog.

Love this book! Great for beginners like me.

LOVE this book!!! Not only are there great photos, there are tons of tips to help you create photo

worthy cookies and improve your baking overall. The author has a sense of humor and artistic flair

so book is as enjoyable to read as it is to see. If you are only going to purchase one book on

decorating cookies, this is it!
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